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Faculty Ministry set to honor pope
Three events
weighs scheduled today
housing
options
By Enn Caballero
Daily Stalf Writer

By Jean Blomo
Daily Staff Writer

Faculty members face the same high
housing prices students grapple with, and
for many. making enough to live comfortahly is a challenge.
’Many (professional) engineers. especially in management. make S150,010
to 5"4)0,000 more than instructors.- said
Haluk 0/einek. a professor in the computer engineering department.
-I stay because of my lose of teaching
this was alsi ay s a dream.- Ozemek
said.
Noelle Brada-Williams, an associate
professor of English and comparative literature. said she and her husband bought
a house %est:rat years ago to build their
equity.
"The only ss ay we were able to buy it
was because by husband. w ho is a high
school teacho. earns 5211,000 more than
me.- Brada-Williams said. "We also were
able to get a loan."
For single and newly hired faculty.
members, it is next to impossible to buy a
home, Brada-Williams said.
"We’ve lost one out of esery two or
three people we hire because of (the low
pay I.- Brada-Williams said. "Older colleagues, isho bought their houses before
!the dot -soon] crash) don’t have as much
of a problem.’’
A nets I
hired faculty member.
Andress Hee I.. rents an apartment and
says he entity s teaching and the San Jose
area.
"It’s definitely a struggle. to make
ends meet." said fleck, an assistant professor of English and comparatise literature. -I %souk! get paid the same amount
any is here I teach). hut it just doesn’t go
as far here
The 2o00 United States Census
Bureau found the median rent in San Jose
to he $1.123 and the median mortgage
payment to he 51.717,
see HOUSING, page 6

Millions of Catholics are mourning
the death of Pope John Paul II. who led
the Roman Catholic Church out ()I the
20th century and into the 2Ist. To honor
his life and legacy. the Catholic Campus
Ministry is holding a PowerPoint presentation titled "The Life of Pope John Paul
IL" from 14:30 p.m. to I() p.m. today in
the chapel.
In addition, two Eucharists will he
held in the San Jose State Unisersit
Spartan Memorial, one starting at noon
and one at 5 p.m. today.
"He was a wonderful leader who left
an enduring legacy on us." said Sister
Marcia Krause. director of the campus
nunistr. "He raised awareness for our
stance on the poor, defenseless and the
marg inal tied."
Krause said that it’s ironic that
President George W. Bush is attending
the late pontiff’s funeral, considering
the pope’s strong opposition to the war
in Iraq and to the handling of the Terri
Schias to case.
The Res. Michael Carson, chaplain
of the campus ministry. will host the
Mosel-Piont presentation and preside
toyer both Eucharist..
Carso in said about tone -third of the San
Jose State
ersity campus community.
Is Catholic.
The Pope’s legacy- is a mixed one
many Catholics and non-Catholics
opposed his anti -contraception and antiwar policies. In the early years of his
papacy, the Pope was hailed as a "breath
of fresh air- for the Catholic Church because of his charisma and intense efforts
to moonlit% t is ith the people. As the years
progressed. his health began to tail and
see POPE, page 6

Special to the Daily

SJSU athletes fail NCAA standards
By Lauren Bosch
Daily Stuff Writer

Struggles are continuing to plague
the athletic department at San Jose State
Unisersity. as it is now fighting a report by
the National ( sollegude Athletic Association.
which places its Do ision I teams amongst

the bottom tier tif the \ ...idemic Progress
Rates
Ac, outing to the report released Feb. 211,
SAC is one of the I. NM of 5,720 teams
that rank below the minimum NCAA requirement The APR. the new measure used
all Dot ’soon I sports. is a formula
to Ikcat
des ised to &leonine how many student :dittoes ale graduating. remaining enrolled

in classes and hom Met me doing in the
classro torn.
The rept wt plat es algaI eitipaasit out it ighs
proti le sports. sthli as to tothall. baseball, and
basketball In L’al Ii III these sports. SIM’
ranks well below the as cm ,tie f i’s. is ith
mo:rall department ...AWL’S ti
see NCAA, page 7

Roadtrip Nation offers
students the open road
By Joe Shreve
Daily Statt Writer
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Cryrssa Byers, a volunteer with Roadtrip Nation, talks to Jason Nyeh,
senior majoring in business, near the Student Union on Wednesday
about grants students can apply for to participate in its program and
documentary. Roadtrip Nation encourages students to interview
working professionals while traveling cross-country in pursuit of
selected career. "I like what they’re doing’ Npoll said, "I may look into it."

A green RV pulled into the \ ittilt Mieei I’lata Iii
spread the wonl abo out
N.0 um ,a1 Wednesday
Roadtrip Nation is a pri gm iii mliii en, outages coldhoti’ what the!,
lege students to broaden their lit ii,’,
want to do with their Ilse, ’students head out in groups
of three either in one of three elven RV. oor itt IntlISIthlal
cars to spend die .4111111M into It’%%11q: interesting pet tpie that has e found success III s iiiUs
!Twee pre% ii ins Rik:Atop Nation panic pants were
handing out mita-Ili:Mop lit passing stliderns about litn%
Iii sign tip.
The tihiet I IS to AIM% the snitleills It, see hint each of
the pro dessit ’its sit irks to we it dies would consider dotug something similar
latch group is documented for a do. iimentar series
that airs on the Public Briladciisting ss mom
( iroups iii students has e been diving Roadtrip Nation
since it was founded in 2001. and hase inters iewed
famous people spit as Supreme Court Justice Sandra
I fay -01.011001*. JIM Kt sit, iismael oh Samuel Adams
maga/inc.
ot
brewers , Hugh Ilehx.r.
arid Kittiberl) Weas cr. an astront onto with NASA
Roadtrip Nation started w ith trio of friends who
had rust graduated Inom college. Mike Maariliel. Brian
%Allister and Nathan ( tehhard None of them knew
what they ss anted no do is oh then loos so dies bought

an old 10, painted io green and sentured out anti filmed
the first Roadtop Nation
The nest !,ear. three more students did the trip. In
1.001. three goon’s. of three set out for the trip Each year
the trips are documented to demiinsirate the benefits the
students get friini then teaming experiences im the road.
"It wasn’t about Ilk. spotlight. it is as about our generatii in. this mos einem and gentile tout there and asking
these quesntts that a lot id us base.- said (Ilona Pantt qa,
a campus tours intern "It all started out of foist:idiom
ImNtration ii) ma Imim mg is hat’s really oid there ’
(r. nips of people c iii apply for a grant I room RI adtrip
Nautili, for a behind -the wheel trip. is here they take their
t’ars And go out ton then town and oirierieme the trip
The road trips ciii got along three dilterent routes
the Northern Route takes the students .k rot, the
northern part of the 1:14int. through places like I loregon,
Anti Ness ’kirk.
Seattle. Idahu i. Motions,
The Central Route plies through California. Ne%ada.
Wisconsin intl Pennss Is ama before ending in Nos York
The Si nithern Route mods noon) ( ’Altoona. through
( ieiirgia and Virginia bet. ire
Arirona.
ending in Washington. I)C
Interested SP.& students wen’ go en a wealth of Information to encourage them to appl
be o one of the
road top ,..ros
’Ask t)tirsell !hew que.aums.
title ii, school
and we’re plished to hurts up and get a
aritl get
out and gel II lob: ruin nit said "But does anyone ever
ask ’What it, it’ll lose to do’ What art’ ii tit passion:11C
,11,((it
soil
1,1 Wake a ditterellce
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WASTED DAYS AND WASTED NIGHTS

Pope selection should be more democratic
Ding-dong, the pope is dead.
Great guy
he blessed a lot of people. denounced
a lot of things and was, by far, the most productive
pope ever.
Oh dear, looks like it’ll be another election year.
Looks like it’s another election I won’t vote in.
Almost wish I was a cardinal
damn you, vagina.
It doesn’t matter anyway. I don’t care to be there
absolutely no motivation.
Anyone who has ever worked a crappy job knows
where the problem lies.
Anyone who has ever questioned organized religion has probably seen it as well.
It’s not the difficulty of the tasks -- everyone’s
bound to need help sometime. A lot of dedication, a
little talent and five "Hail Mary’s" make up for that.
The problem lies within what I like to call management.
This new religious leader, this shepherd. will have
a lot of tending to do for his flock.
As it is, some are unhappy with the distant nature
of the church.

WORLD OF THE NO

Sonic w Ito cannot it the religion have even gone as
far as convening to one that suited them.
Unfortunately, with the Roman Catholic Church,
Catholics can’t pick a religious leader to suit them.
You won’t see any cardinal or bishop
perusing through resumes of qualified
applicants vying for the position of
pope. no.
It is supposedly a decision handed
down through divine right after hundreds of hours of praying by the College
of Cardinals, members who were chosen by the previous pope.
And the only qualification necessary
is that you have to be a man. Of course ELIZABETH
you’d have to be willing to convert to
Catholicism and become a bishop first
if you accept, but anyone else can become pope.
Are we not in the 20th century? What ever happened to equal opportunity?
In some countries, prepubescent girls are honored
as goddesses. (>1 course, they gel tossed aside at the

BRIAN PEREZ

first hint of menstruation, hut why can’t women be religious leaders in the Roman Catholic Church?
If a female pope is too much to ask for, how about
a female priest?
The bearers of mankind deserve some
kind of gratitude after a few millennia.
Why should we worship men for making us do double -duty and never uttering a
single word of thanks?
It was the least that could be done for
the great and wonderful omnipotent leader
of men. Oops. did I say omnipotent or impotent? They sometimes confuse me. but
obviously, a good leader should know the
NGUYEN difference.
But wait, you can’t mess with tradition.
Well, tradition must have had its start
one day.
The pope, if elected by small group of people,
should be able to get recalled if he is found an ineffective leader. If only we could do that to our own
leaders.

To balance it out, he should be recalled by groups
of women. Sec if he still wants to ban birth control
after that.
So. beginning today. I’ll be running for pope.
Like Ralph Nader, I don’t need to win the funding is enough.
My soul is for sale if anyone wants it. Mom will
be proud.
Gold crucifix on a 14-karat gold chain: $50.
Leather-bound Bible and book of hymns: $25.
Plastic rosary beads: $5.
Belittling my own religion, getting excommunicated and at the same time insulting a Catholic Spartan
Daily executive editor: priceless.

Elizabeth Nguyen is the Spartan Daily AtIE editor.
"Wasted Days and Wasted Nights" appears every
Thursday.

Si SUCK

Adventures in fast-food dining
present the press with the finger
SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided tree of charge to students. faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spanandaily casa.sisu.edu titled "Sparta Guide.- Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the gallery office at 924-4330.
HIV/AIDS Committee
-In Her Own Words: What It’s Really Like to Live
with AIDS" will take place from noon to 2 p.m. in
the Spartan Memorial. For more infiinnation. call Joe
Pinheiro at 924-59145.
Counseling Services
An AAAPI group meeting will take place from noon
to 1:20 p.m. in Counseling Services of the Student
Services Center. For more information. call
924-591(1.

Hip Hop Congress
A meeting will take place from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Pacifica mom of the Student Union. For more
information, call Wes Kuruhara at 859-6479.
San Jose State Handball Club
Handball games will take place from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
at handball court I of the Event Center Sports Club.
Mu Alpha Gamma
A meeting will take place at 5:30 p.m. in front of
room 213 of Dwight Bentel Hall.
Society of Latino Engineers and Scientists
A meeting will take place at 6 p.m. in the Costanoan
room of the Student Union.
International Youth Fellowship
A Bible study and meeting will take place from
6:30 p.m. to X p.m, in the Ohlone room of the
Student Union. For more information. call Argic
Guinto at 504-0384.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. "Faith
Formation" will take place at 6 p.m. Scripture
reflection will take place at 7 p.m. The Alpha Omega
Student Fellowship will meet at 8 p.m. in the lounge.
All events will take place in the Catholic Campus
Ministry chapel. For more information, call Father
Mike Carson at 938-1610.

Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers
A meeting will take place at 7 p.m. in the Guadalupe
room of the Student Union. For more information,
call 644-0572.

School of Music
"The Listening Hour" concert series will take place
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. It will feature a chamber MUNK recital
from the Mu Phi Epsilon Music Honor Fraternity.
For more information, call the music office at
924-4673.

Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
A Bible study will take place at 7:30 p.m. in
Costanoan room rif the Student ;Mon. For more
information. call Chantra at 472-2465.

Chinese Mandarin Bible Fellowship
A meeting will take place from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
the Montalvo room of the Student ’mon.

(’ampus Crusade for Christ
"Nightlife." a time for Worship, prayer. fellowship
and hearing the word will take place at 11 p.m. at the
Spartan Memorial. For more information. call Mark
Depoid at 421-9281.

Prepare the rim shots.
I ate at Wendy’s. Yes, the Wendy’s.
It all began a couple weeks ago with the headlines: "Woman finds finger in fast food chili," "99-cent
menu surprise." Most of the articles were blurbs, on
par with "news of the weird" segments, but some of
the stories went into more detail. Astute readers found
out that this restaurant was a Wendy’s. A Wendy’s
located in Northern California. More specifically. a
Wendy’s housed in the Bay Area in San Jose.
Then came the jokes. Oh, the jokes.
So I guess they would they call that finger food?
Ba-dum-chk.
Give that store a hand. Ba-dum-chk.
Finger-lickin’ good! Ba-dum-chk.
I’m sure Lcno got at least 10 monologue shots out of this one.
It was all I heard for two weeks. Real
Time with Bill Maher, Howard Stern,
Newsweek. San Jose had its own Terri
Schiavo.
The actual Wendy’s is located across
the street from Denny’s. where First
Street turns into Monterey Highway, a
KEVIN
few blocks from Spartan Stadium. Some
students might recognize the fast-food
joint. After all, its walls are adorned with
Spartan sports jerseys and pictures.
Our own hometown restaurant was being torn
down by jokesters. I had to do something.
So I ate there.
It was going to be cool, right? Like flying right after Sept. II. They wouldn’t let anything happen like
that ever again. Or at least they shouldn’t.
Remember when Jack in the Box gave that kid E.
coli poisoning and he died? Same thing. What about
when McDonalds made all those kids fat? Oh, wait.
I pulled into the Wendy’s parking lot, which was
way tix) crowded for a place that had just served a linger in its chili two weeks ago. I had been thinking too
much about this. The frog in my throat was welcome.
considering the possible alternatives. Images of an car
in my soda or a big hairy toe in my fries haunted me
during the long walk up to the counter.
There were about 15 other courageous patrons already lunching when I arrived. However. I saw none
of them downing the chili. From the parking lot, I
expected a line of people where I could successfully
pump myself up before ordering, but there wasn’t one.
I froze.
"Can I help you?" asked the register lady, decked
out in Wendy’s garb.

"Give me just a second." I replied, trying to delay
the inevitable. I stared at the menu. hiding my time. It
was too late to back out now, the whole kitchen staff
was looking at me.
I took a deep breath.
"OK, I’ll have a ... junior bacon cheese, a frosty
small, an order of chicken nuggets." I saved the
best for last, "and a small chili." I said with a hull’
scared quiver in my voice.
The service was lightning quick. Too quick for the
workers to check for loose appendages in the food’?
I picked up the tray and looked for a remote corner of the restaurant where I could possibly throw up
is ’thout anyone noticing.
The rest of the food was a distraction.
I was here for one thing
the chili. I
consumed the nuggets, the burger and the
frosty hrst, barely tasting any of it as the
stew sal m the corner of the tray staring at
me. laughing.
Looking around the restaurant, I saw
little things that I had never noticed before. The signs and slogans posted up that
read "Taste the difference fresh makes"
YUEN
and "Qualit!, is our recipe" rang with
newfound irony The cup of chili read
"Rich and meaty." Even on the announcement outside that said. "Open ’til 1 p.m.." the number
one looked like a linger.
Wielding my plastic spoon. I stirred the chili, telling myself it was to mix around the cheese on top. But
it was really to check for any unnecessary items in the
goulash.
It looked OK. so I dug in. Every chomp was careful and tentative and each bite seemed a ha more than
what it was. Ugh, a tendon, nasty
nope, just onnope, just a giant, gross piece of
ion. Evv, a joint
pork (or whatever meat they use. I had my fill of the
lumpy, red mess by the time the bowl was half done,
but in the name of journalistic integrity. I pressed on.
After conquering the digit -less dreck, I only had
one question. Why would anyone order the chili at
Wendy’s in the first place? It’s kind of gross already.
linger or not.
So, to recap. Wendy’s is cool. Wendy’s chili is not
and never has been.
I deserve a high -five (ba-dumb-chk) for knuckling up (ba-dutn-chlo and nailing (hailum-chk) this
thing.
Kevin Yuen is the Spartan Daily sports editor.
SJSUCK appears every Thursday.
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SJSU provides resources to help
students battling drug problems

Strumming a tune ...
7

By Joe Shreve
Doily Stuff Writer
In these days of drug awareness
and education. some students are
still di’ It
into the dangerous
world ot drug experimentation.
San Jose Mate Ciii%ersity students
are no exceptions.
A natural [legato e byproduct of
lit tug in one "I the largest cities in
the country. shIlletat t,
lind that a
myriad ol illicit drugs are mailable
if one %sere tii wash hard enough.
Because mart unit is easily aCcessihle. as %sell as comparatisely
inexpensise.
mon

Brian (’(,iirielly

Dizily Styr(’

Chung Nguyen, a senior majoring in biology, plays the guitar while enjoying the nice weather Tuesday.
Nguyen said he was"soaking up some rays" in between classes.

Renowned professor receives
President’s Scholar Award
By Jean Blomo
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Sagatun-Edwards’ grant \sink
iii lass as opposed to .1 less years
with Santa (’bra County’s unique kiss ards said.
Kassine said the research ago cs hen mine %%els, interested in
court system was the main reason
for recognition, according to a Sag:111111-klht aids has done "has las% entiacemott
"Vve tic, 1.11. IIIIt e! (10 ShIlle111,1
prepared statement from interim had a major impact on the was
tilt
St1111s’s
custody disputes are handled in
President Don kassing’s office.
theSe ale teal
141,1,10111, .11111
"Santa Clara County. has the family courts."
Itlials
Ma hat.1, .111t1 tt 1111e.
"I work with people who have
only juvenile dottiest’s. VII tle114:1:
these
Sagami] I ilss aids said
court in the country." Sagattin- tragic toes, chaotic locs

and
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popular

the

most

com-

drug, said one

student
-Most times. when people are
party mg and \sant something. the)
look tin Inut titiatia. Somebody al w a). know s somehod) who can
hook it up.- said Christina Wenger.
a freshman majoring in social %CIent:e. %Veneer liced in Joe West
Hall during the Fall 2004 semester.
According io a 2003 study by
the 1 ’insersity it Mishigan. 33.7
percent ot college students admitted using inarnuana on a routine
basis ss tilt iii the last year. 5.4 percent admitted using cocaine on a
regular hasps ss ohm the last year.
Sgt. Robeo Noriega said the
Department
Police
Unisersity
handled approximately 1(1X drug related cases in 21104, ranging from
misdemeanor drug possession to
intoxication to drug paraphernalia.
Noriega said that besides marijuana.

sampus police

has dealt

with

s;ises instils ins cocaine and methamphemnime

is sell

"I work with people who have
tragic lives, chaotic lives
these problems are not to
be taken lightly."

Noriega said campus police has
had 23 drug -related cases on campus so far this year. He noted no
dramatic increases or decreases in
student drug activity.
"We are about on par with years
past." Noriega said.
Drug charges vary based on
the types of drugs in question, the
amount, previous offenses, and
whether the drugs were intended
for site
Siiiriega
said
possession of
less than an ounce of marijuana,
as well as possessing drug paraphernalia, are both misdemeanor
offenses, punishable by fines and
possibly county jail time. If there
is more than an ounce, it becomes
a felony offense because it can be
argued that there was Intent to sell
It. which can result in a prison sentence.
Possession of any amount of
cocaine. methamphetamine. heroin or ecstasy is a felony offense.
whether there were dealing plans
in mind sir not and will result in
prison time.
There are also mandatory minimum laws in place, meaning that
federal law states that a judge must
issue a sentence for drug -dealing
offenses no less than five years.
There is :mother option. though.
Proposition 3b, passed in 20(10.
allows nom iolent. first-time drug
offenders to enter a rehabilitation
program in lieu of prison time. The
program has its problems. however. According to a study by researchers from UCLA. only about
one-third of those in the program
complete it.
Drugs can affect students in
many negative ways Ptisi,:a11).

effects can include sleep loss.
dramatic weight loss, memory
loss, and in extreme cases, brain
damage and death. Also, drugs
can put students in danger of becoming addicted. When someone
becomes dependent upon a substance, they become physically
and mentally enslaved to the
object of their addiction and will
go to great and dangerous lengths
to get their fix. Mental addiction
can linger far longer than physical addiction can, and without
treatment, it can lead to a life of
crime, being taken advantage of.
and possibly death.
SISU has resources available on campus to help students
avoid or cope with drug problems.
Students who have drug problems
and a desire to seek help can visit
Counseling Services and speak to
a counselor. The Student Health
Center offers a prevention education program. The program deals
with such subjects as the effects
of alcohol and drug use on academic performance. how to make
responsible choices, the effects
and risks of club drugs such as
ecstasy. how alcohol and drug use
can relate to diseases, the effects
and risks of ecstasy, how gender
affects alcohol and drug use, marijuana use and the health effects
of steroids and other performance
drugs.
Not all students experiment
with drugs. but most know that it
occurs.
"I just go to class and go home.
I’m sure there’s people doing what
they’re doing all the time though,"
said Mike Ls. a senior majonng in
computer science.
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Hollywood rushes in with slew of sports tales
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Listen up. sports fans.
Whether you’re into baseball, football, boxing, basketball. horses, soccer, bowling or nen pinewoodderby racing, chances are a movie’s coming about
your favorite pastime.
A Hollywood staple for decades with such classics
as "The Pride of the Yankees." "Rocky" and "Raging
Bull." sports flicks are on a winning streak with hits
that include 2003’s "Seabiscuit," last year’s "Miracle."
"Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story" and "Friday
Night Lights" and this year’s "Coach Carter."
"I think they’ll always come and go in waves
sort of like other genres in the business." said Brian
Robbins, who has produced or directed such sports
movies as "Varsity Blues," "Hard Ball" and "Coach
Carter" with filmmaking partner Michael ToIlin. "We

always say you can open up the sports section ever5
day and get a great human story. There’s great inherent drama in sports....
"Even those of us who have made so many sports
movies and say we’re never going to do another
one again, we can’t seem to get away front it," said
Robbins, who is producing an as yet untitled horse
racing tale starring Kurt Russell and Dakota Fanning
due out late this year. "There are always new stories
to tell."

Baseball probably has been the most popular
subject for sports movies over the sears. including
"Fear Strikes Out." "Bang the Drum Slowly," "Bull
Durham" and "Field of Dreams."
"I love the baseball ones." said holm) Fallon, who
stars in "Fever Pitch" as a math teacher so obsessed

ss ith the Boston Red Sox that it endangers his romance with a business consultant (Drew Barrymore).
"There’s a lot of emotion wrapped up in baseball. You
just get sucked in, no matter how sappy it is."
Fallon recalls watching Ruben Redford’s "The
Natural" with a hunch of hard-nosed college friends
and "by the end, there were guys crying. These are
some of the toughest guys I know, and they’re crying."
Among other upcoming sports tales: "Cinderella
Man," on which Russell Crowe reunites with director Ron Howard ("A Beautiful Mind") for the story
of Depression-era boxer Jim Braddock; "The Longest
Yard." with Adam Sandler updating the 1970s story of
prison inmates in a football showdown against sadistic guards: "Rebound." starring Martin Lawrence as a
college basketball coach doing penance leading a ju-

Average MLB
player earns
$2.6 million
NEW
YORK
(AP)
-Baseball’s
big -money
boom
pushed the average salary to a
record $2.6 million on opening
day, and the New York Yankees’
payroll of just under $200 million
topped five teams combined.
Following a rare drop in 2003,
the average climbed 5.9 percent
to $2.63 million, according to a
study by The Associated Press.
"That means we’re going in the right direction," San
Francisco
Giants
outfielder
Marquis Grissom said. "When
they go up, it’s always good."
Three Yankees were among
the top five in salary: Alex
Rodriguez, at $25.7 million, was
No. 1 for the fifth straight year:
Derek Jeter was fourth at $19.6
million; and Mike Mussina was
fifth at $19 million.
San Francisco’s Barry Bonds,
who started the season on the
disabled list following knee surgery, was second at $22 million,
followed by Boston’s Manny
Ramirez at $19.8 million.
While the players on the
Yankees’ opening-day roster
totaled $205.9 million, cash received by New York in trades.
notably last year’s deal to acquire
A-Rod from Texas, cut the team’s
payroll to $199.77 million.
New York is spending more
than the $187 million total of
Tampa Bay ($29.9 million),
Kansas City ($36.9 million).
Pittsburgh
($38.1
million),
Milwaukee ($40.2 million) and
Cleveland ($41.8 million).
"That doesn’t mean we’re
going to go out and give up."
Kansas City first baseman Mike
Sweeney said. "We have talent
and heart, and if you play with
heart, you can win games."
While the NFL and NBA have
salary caps, baseball does not.
The current labor contract expires after the 2006 season.
"Sometimes in baseball it’s
better being the underdog because you can sneak up on somebody." Pittsburgh outfielder Matt
Lawton said.
"It’s been like this the last
couple of years. but the deal’s up
in 2(8)6 and, hopefully, we can
get something done (to make it
better) - but without a salary
cap. Nobody wants that." Lawton
said.
The World Series champion
Boston Red Sox were second to
the Yankees, with their players
earning $121.3 million.
The New York Mets were next
at $104.8 million, followed by
Philadelphia ($95.3 million) and
the Los Angeles Angels ($95 million).
Last year. the average salary
dropped 2.5 percent, the first decrease since the 1994-95 strike
and only the third since record keeping began in 1967.
NBA players averaged $4.9
million in the 2003-04 season,
according to a preliminary estimate by their union, which did
not provide a figure for the current season. In the NM_ where
a lockout canceled the current
season, players averaged $1.83
million in 2003-04. NFL players
averaged $1.33 million last year,
according to their union.

nior high team: "’The Bad News Bears," a remake featuring "Friday Night Lights" star Billy Bob Thornton
as an ex -ballplayer coaching a ragtag Little League
team; and "Kicking & Screaming," with Will Ferrell
as a dad coaching his son’s soccer team to a championship matchup against a squad headed by his overly
competitive father (Robert Duvall).
The key to many such stories is the notion that an
underdog’s perseverance can win the day.
"I happen to like human-triumph stories, and there
are a lot of those in sports," said Howard Baldwin, the
former owner of the Pittsburgh Penguins and Hartford
Whalers and producer of the upcoming "The Game
of Their Lives," starring Wes Bentley and Gerard
Butler in the story of the U.S. soccer team that won
the World Cup against Britain in the 1950s.
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Strong pitching keeps Spartans atop conference
SJSU a half game ahead of Fresno
State and the University of Nevada
By Amber Sheldon
Daily Senior Staff Writer

The San Jose State University
baseball team has retained its position atop the Western Athletic
Conference standings with a 6-3
record in the WAC and a 16-11-1
overall record despite splitting its
last six contests.
The University of Nevada and
Fresno State University are tied for

BASEBALL
Overall record
16-11-1

WAC record
6-3

Team went 3-3 during spring break
Next home game
Friday vs. Fresno State
second place and linger half a game
hack from the No. 1 Spartans.
SJSU head coach Sam Piraro
said there’s tremendous parity in
the league, with the top three teams
jammed together in a close race.
"There are no had teams on the
West Coast, so it’s very competitive," Piraro said. "We heat each
other up on the West Coast because
the competition’s good. In their last two series. the
Spartans
faced
WA(’
hies
ersity
of
and
ila...n.1
Louisiana led) University.
S.ISt: won two 01 its three
games against the Bulldogs on
March 24 to 26 at home, hut managed to secure lust a single s ictory
against the Rainbow Warriors this
past weekend at Les Murakami

Stadium.
Piraro said it is a bonus to win a
series on an opponent’s turf.
"When you go on the road, you
have to make sure you get at least
one win." he said. "That’s very
significant and we accomplished
that."
During the final match Sunday,
SJSU dropped the series after suffering a 3-2 hiss.
The Spanans left 13 runners on
base in the contest twice with
bases loaded.
Both clubs had opportunities
they couldn’t capitalize on, which
produced a low scoring campaign.
Piram said.
"It was a hard-fought series
and we were probably one pitch
or one hit away from winning all
three games." Piraro said. "We just
couldn’t get the big hit."
After the first game of the series
was rained out, the two teams engaged in a doubleheader Saturday.
The Spartans won the first contest 6-2. hut the Rainbow Warriors
answered back in the second match
to end a sesen-game losing streak
with a 6-5 sictory.
During the nightcap. SJSU
managed to crawl out of an early
4-0 deficit to take the lead after a
four-run rally in the fifth stanza,
preceded by a solo home run
from Spartan center fielder Travis
Becktel in the third inning.
flowever. the Rainbow Warriors
evened the score in the bottom of
the fifth and garnered the go-ahead
run in the seventh inning for the
will.
Spartan second baseman Da’. id
Pierson said Ilawai’i is a really

Brair),’uncilli
Spartan second baseman David
In. 3-3t1..
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competitive team.
yehT"S’
made adjustments
and they came hack through their
mental toughness." Pierson said.
SJSU came out strong to open
the series as right-handed pitcher
Shane Brechinann earned his lirst
win of the season after 4.2 innings
of shutout relief
The big hat of the weekend belonged to designated hitter Chris
Williammee who s). ell! 5-1.01A itt
the series and hit 62i to lead the
’Ail WAC.
raminee said he simply
stuck to the coach’s game plan.

File Photo

prepares to field a ground ball during the Feb. 26 game against Brigham Young University. The game ended

"(Coach Piraroi felt that i.e
been attacking the right side really
well." Williammee said. "We were
hunting last halls and basically,
that’s what I got for most of the
weekend, though I’d much rather
has e the win."
Prior to the I lawai i series.
Spartan southpaw pitchers Branden
Dewing and Brad Kilby were
named to the "National Honor
Roll" by the College Baseball
Foundation for the second week in
a row in recognition of their continued outstanding performances
through March 27.

thy was named the WA(’
Pitcher of the Week for the first
time in his t.-areet tot the Week
t- ERA
ending March 27 his
currently sits atop the WAC individual standings. Dew mg receised
WA(’ Pitcher lit Me Week honors
for March 14 to 20
Kilhy allowed rust nye hits in
the 4-0 win against the Bulldog,
on March 26 his first major college shutout.
Dewing surrendered only tour
hits and authored .1 ,ingle,gaine.
personal -best to strikeouts in a t
sictory against Louisiana tech on

March 25
Dew mg said his performance
has been eerily similar to Kilby’s.
"Kith y and I base had the exact
same stars tor like two weeks."
DrY mg said. Its weird, but we’re
has mg tun ss ith 14 though."
SJSU opened the three -game
homestand against the Bulldogs
with a 4-2 loss.
The Spadans are ready to
take on WA( mai Fresno State
l’insersity this weekend in a three game series. The lirst match is
scheduled to bee in at 7 p.m. April
s at Municipal Stadium

Saarloos renders Sosa useless, pitches
one-hitter in A’s 9-0 victory against Orioles

. axle t.yottn4A1 a .0
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BALTIMORE
Pressed into sers ice on short notice. Kirk Saarloos dominated the
Baltimore Orioles. potent lineup
with surprising ease.
Saarloo, pitched six innings
of one -hit hall, and rookie Nick
Sw islicr bit twit of Oakland’s
lour home runs in a 441 victory
Wednesday night.
The lone hit against Saarloos
was a clean third -inning single
to right by Brian Roberts. The
right-hander struck out two,
walked one, hit two hatters and
permitted only one runner past
second base.
It was an impressise performance against a batting order
that included two players with
50(i home runs (Sammy Sosa and
Rafael Palmemo, the Al.’s reigning RBI leader (Miguel Tejada
and a Silver Slugger that hit .340
last year (Melvin Mora).
"When you shut this team
down, you must he thriising the
hall well." Orioles manager Lee
Mauiulli said. "You would think
with this lineup ... But the kid
pitched a good game "
Smirks). t I ail was throwing
in place of right !hinder Rich
Darden, who was sc ratched skull
a blister on his right middle finger
"They told nw atter Saturday’s
(exhibition 1 game against the
(limits, You made the team. We
don’t know when you’re going
throw. It might he Wednesday he, ause of Rich’s linger, or it might

be Sunday: Saarloos said.
I ’nfortunately for the ()doles. it
was Wednesday
"It’s a great way to start the season.’ Saadi), said "I tell like I
could’se located my tasthall a little
hit better. hut I can’t complain "
Not es en about missing the
chance to throw a no-hitter
"I came out of the balleame.

"When you shut
this team down,
you must be
throwing the ball
well."
Lee Mazzilli,
Orioles
manager
and I linally elan, ed up at the
scoreboard and I 4,1ils saw one hit.
It felt like there tie a lot more
because I hit tsso guys and Is alki:d
anothei he said "There were det
timely some scoring opportunities
for them. so I didn’t real t It vd, at
it and ss ish I didn’t g is e ii up...
In. Chase, and Keith Ginter
homered for the Athleiti s, who etfectisely bounced hack from a 441
loss to Baltimore on opening day
Swisher had three hits and drose in

three runs in hi, first career multi home! game
.1 t ter ss
how es er. he prefer-reit 144 talk about Saarloos.
Alai, oft to him, hut he’s been
shrine !hat tor )ears now," Sss isher
said_ "I played a ith him last year
in i rifle Ai Nat:mint:UM and then
he got to the big leagues and then
he ran into some injuries. You
delintlel!, see %%hat he can do when
he’s healthy."
Saarlikl% %k as followed by
Ricardo Riticon. who yielded one
hit in sesenth before gas mg way
to 21 year -old Huston Street, who
allowed one hit and a walk in his
inatot league debut. Street ended
his one -inning stint by striking out
Sosa a th two on aria two outs.
Ii was tun. it rcalls was." Street
stat ’Yivti . mine ’ft the mound and
it kind ot sets m People are givnui sou high fist., and you realize
that .you acre nisi out there playing against hie leaguers. It’s pretty
ev. ititig
Street was selected as a compensation pick following the first
round of last June’s draft, a selection the A’s revel% ed for losing free
;went shortstop Miguel Tejada to
Baltimore after the 2003 season.
SOs.I %km 0- tor --t. and the
Orioles managed only three hits
in then hid to start 2 0 tor the first
time since 1447.
Flw Athletics got all the offense
they needed in a live -run second
mning against Daniel Cabrera 031It, who went I 24( as a rookie last
se,ist iii
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Campus
Village
parking
limited
By Ashley Johnson
Daily Staff Writer

Campus Village. the university’s $200-million housing
project that will hold space for
more than 2.000 students and
faculty members, has allocated
700 parking spaces for residents.
According to the director of
University Housing Services,
Susan Hansen, 1,300 students
have reserved beds in Campus
Village as of Friday.
That number is twice that of
the number of spaces in the gated
underground parking garage of
Campus Village.
"Students who live on campus currently park overnight in
the campus parking garages."
Hansen said. "I don’t think an
issue will develop."
Student permits differ from
housing permits in that parking
overnight is not allowed. Also.
students with housing permits
are guaranteed a space and after
the garage closes, they are guaranteed to find a space, said Sgt.
Jim Renelle of the University
Police Department.
Based on the number of students living in the other residence halls on campus, about
one-third, or 450 students, own
a car.
If Campus Village fills up and
one out of three students own a
car, 700 parking spaces would be
just enough.
"We’re hoping it stays the
same in the sense of what’s going on." Renelle said.
If that number increases, campus police is looking into putting
a cap on the number of housing
permits sold.
Because of SJSU’s centralized. downtown San Jose location, there are other options to
having a car.
"A lot of students use public
transit to travel these days since
it is so convenient and included
in their fees." Hansen said.
The increased number of students with nowhere to park could
affect the number of times spaces in the parking garages become
available.
Approximately one-third of
student population at SJSU,
over the course of a week, drives
to school and uses the garages.
said Sgt. Tim Villarica of campus police.
"In a typical university envipiphthe
ronment, you see a turnover rate.
The cars come and go throughout the day," Renelle said.
On average, a space becomes
available between 1.5 and 1.7
times in one day, Renelle said.
With housing permits, students
park their cars and leave them
overnight.
Students living on campus
typically park their cars at the
beginning of the semester and
! don’t move it very often, Renelle
said.
About 450 housing permits
are sold each semester. Although
campus police will patrol the
new parking structure in Campus
Village, they will not he in control of administrative functions.
Housing services will be in
control of all administrative
functions such as selling permits,
106 collecting revenue and maintaining the grounds, Renelle said.
Campus Village parking is
$75 a month for gated parking
and guarantees a space. Housing
services will not sell more permits than there are spaces, said
Diana Tran, community relations coordinator for University
Housing Services.
The purchase of parking permits for Campus Village is on
a first-come, first -serve basis,
Hawn said.
a
_
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continued from pap 1
Gene Moriarty. a professor of
electrical engineering, said it’s a
tough situation for new faculty
members, especially those new to
the area.
"If you’se been here a long
time, you get used to the situation
you learn to live within your
means," Moriarty said. "But I don’t
know how (new faculty members)
can afford to pay the bills."
Moriarty. who bought his house
15 years ago, said an assistant
professor earns about $60.000 a
year, WUXI less than the median
household income in San Jose, according to the 2000 Census.
Campus Village, San Jose State
University ’s nearly completed on campus housing complex, will offer apartments for faculty members
as well as students.
"((’ampus Village apartments)
sound like a really good option.
especially for new faculty members." Fleck said. "If I hadn’t just
moved into my apartment. I would
have given it some consideration."
The apartments, which include
studio, one- and two-bedroom
floor plans. also include several
amenities.
High-speed Internet, cable teleision. a%ailahle furnished rooms,
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POPE - Conclave to elect a new pope starting April 18
and laundry facilities are included
in the rent, hut it does not come
cheap.
A furnished one -bedroom apartment rents for $1.135 a month and
a furnished two-bedroom apartment rents for $1.385 a month.
according to the Campus Village
Web site.
The University Club. on the
corner of Eighth and San Salvador
streets, rents 14 rooms to faculty
members.
Moriarty said although the pay
is not stellar, and the workload is,
at times, a lot to bear, there are
several advantages to being an
instructor.
"For me. the time off in the
summer is worth more than the
money." Moriarty said. "I can
work on my own projects."
Ozemek said instructors see the
free time as an opportunity to earn
extra money.
"Many faculty members seek
other jobs to supplement their
income during the summer."
ozemek said.
The passion for teaching and
working hard to become an instructor is what keeps BradaWilliams going.
"I went to grad school for seven
years so I could teach," BradaWilliams said. "Our pay is not fair.
but this is what I love to do."

continued from page 1
the world’s political situation began to change, yet his policies and
beliefs did not.
Hot -button issues, such as the
Schiavo case, allowing priests to
marry, stem-cell research and the
recent sex -abuse scandal within
the Catholic Church have brought
the 2.000-year-old institution to
a pivotal point in its beliefs and
history.
"I have a mixed feeling about
his passing," said Brent Walters,
a lecturer of comparative religious studies at S.ISU. "From a
non-Catholic standpoint, he has
almost let the sexual scandals go
unchecked. It’s been a time of
tremendous crisis in the Catholic
Church, and he hasn’t seemed to
respond to it."
He also said for many Third

World Cathidies. the han tin .t in
inception has created a difficult
position in which impoverished
families have as many as 10 children, but can only afford to care
for one or two.
The new pope, whom the
College of Cardinals will begin
to elect in a secret vote April 18.
will need to address these hot button issues, as well as foster a
more open relationship between
the Vatican and the millions who
attend Eucharist every Sunday.
The first non -Italian pope in
450 years, Pope John Paul II was
born Karol Jotrf Wojtya in 1920
in Wadowice. Poland. He began
his religious studies during World
War II, and was elected pontiff in
1978. Along with speaking seernl languages and releasing coin pact discs of his singing. Pope
John Paul II presided owl 51

ii

"From a
non-Catholic
standpoint, he
has almost let the
sexual scandals
go unchecked."

11

Brent Walters,
lecturer

Franc

mem
Jose 1
froSpirit
in
Cente
Spirit
camp
front
Unive
Music

canonization ceremonies. which
declared 482 deceased Catholics
saints, according to the Vatican’s
official Web site.
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Film tackles challenges
of SJSU football team

1

Professor’s documentary
to air Monday on KTEH-54
By Lauren Bosch
Daily Stuff Writer

Franco Imperial, a
member of the San
Jose Taiko Rhythm
Spirit Squad, performs
in front of the Event
Center on Monday. The
Spirit Squad was on
campus to perform in
front of San Jose State
University’s World
Music class.

Brian Connelly / Daily Staff

Kurdish leader elected Iraqi interim president
Members of
BAGHDAD. Iraq (API
Iraq’s nos National Assembly elected Kurdish
leader Jalal Talahani as president of this predominantly. Arab man in on Wednesday and set
the appointment of a Shute Muslim to the !mist
rxwverful post. prime minister, as his first ordei
of business fur Thursday.
In Kurdish -populated northern Iraq. where
Falaham led a rebel group that battled the Iraqi
military during the rule of Saddam Hussein.
Kurds pounded druins and swayed and spun in
H.0111.1141 datkes. Iraqi Kurds, who make up
I to 70 pen emit of the country’s population.
were sub cited to repression. relocation and :dia. k during Saddam’s dec.ides in power.

Shiite
The appointment of Ibrahim ill ii
who also battled Saddam ’s di iii ship. as
prime minister would give Iraq s Kurdish 1111nority and its Shiite Arab majority their greatest
measure of political power in a halt-sentury.
Iraq’s new leaders made sure Saddam giit the
message. Jailers set up a IN and y ideo player
in the deposed leader’s prison cell so he could
watch Talahani. 71. sweep the balloting tor the
presidency.
"Acciirding to w ’mows, he si as unhappy
and playing with his heard.- said Barham Sal h.
a Kurd SOW is deputy prime minister in the
l’.S.-supported interim administration
"It seems that it’s sinking in that he’s no Ion-

get president... Sahli added
Saddam has !twilit amed in court hearings
since his scipture in December 20113 that he is
still president and immune from prosecution.
lalabani’s elestion by parliament filled the
first of two es eminent posts that has e been
empty suite Shute and Kurdish slates placed
first and second in January. electums. Assembly
members base been in agreement on making
Falabani president tor weeks, but behind-thescenes In irse-trading is as required to till the two
ss ith Adel Abdul Mahdi.
vice presidens es
Shine, and f iha/i 1,1%%er. a Sunni - so that
Wednesday ’stote seamlessly. put the three can didates into the three posts m a single ballot.

NCAA - Failing athletic teams could lose scholarships ifprogress is insufficient
continued from page 1
In a statement released the day alter the re Hots en. Allem. director It in SJSU.
said. "It is our giial ii, !Mph /se this score, exceed the standard.
and es cry year.
he abuse the .it
erage for public
insmutnins
and
,ihuuse the as erage
tor Hi visum I -A
members."
Acsording to
BM% en
-The
Nett 100 Day s’
plait, luny the tintsciM% plans on unmoving
student athlete sussess is a question that each
itS Ii Must limns on during the next seal It iiih10t einem is not seen by the 200h tr season,
those teams not meeting the 923 filliiiinUill. still
begin ill hISC scholarships. !limey...1, according
Itt the NtAA evcePtions .tre expected to he
made tor those schools that "serve euthoma...all!, distressed segments ol the population."
But Sltil ’’s problems reach far beyond one
or twill teams falling below the requirements.
The athletic department is one of 7X schools
that had its entire DIY isit n I -A athletic program fail to meet the standard. Teams making
the grade are WI wmen’s golf and women’s gymnastics.
"1.nim the hrst day of the new athletics administration, we knew we had srxirts like worn -

en’s golf and mmtrien’s e miii,isti, s %% MI pet
feel APR scores of I JIM and thew programs
are to he congratulated tor their excellence in
academic pr icr
and retention," h11Wen said.
"Other spirts ,St ceded the benchmark and
some did not tale .o still"

grain) is %in %kell tit-gam/ed. %.er); well thought
out and the playerS base accepted it very well."
Tomey said. "I think they needed to know early
on that sic were sem ms And them being here
eyery das Weie serious ahoill them doing
an.l that we see that’s all pad of
things
the bigger picture
in everything that
they do, whether
it’s in the classroom or on the
held, and I think
’ince they reallied
we were serious
about it, they did
a great i"
Players on the
team Jives. that Ionics has made strides in the
plograill and that d is dit Wren! from the ime dial
tormer head . miii Iiill/ Hill presented
’’It’s a totally different rThtiiiiia liestin
lime a
Geolge. a junior cornerback said
tier, s, i ,it lu arid he has a %%Mile test stall and
s%% itched es er)Illing up (.0,6,11 (lilt us as wally
about giv ing ell% s ,etoitti Litatit.es I hat was
nisi him Ile eSpiesseti Ihings. rinileS Is a ltmtle
Wherein. Ile... 1110re about the game play and
the Iverson getting better in everything. ins hiding school."
\ ...cording to a report by the N( A. S.IS(’ is
not the only uutits s_’rsuty tinder si.11111M. as Mlle
ot the top 25 loothall teams in the nation during
the 2004 seasoir. in. hiding national champions
ersity
.111111lieni Callt.11111.1.
till helIM
the requirements
The NC AA also reports that in men’s haskethall. 25 of the (15 wain tournament held
tot 2004 did not meet the academic standard,
ins hiding Connecticut, which won the national
.liampiiinship, and ()klalximil State lint ersity,
is hi. Ii [cached the final Four

"It is Oar goal to improve this score, exceed the
standard, and every year be above the average. ..."
Torn Bowen,
athletics director
Silky the addition 01 Nissen and head I, iii? hall ii ’tilt Dick rinne), plans hate been put
into action to ensure that high profile teams
real tie the importance ot .0 ,idetmtmcs
in his ’’The Next list Day s" outline. Bowen
names the tutu. urm ,uttic sit ;iiademic evLeilenc.e
as a main Pr?. unit) tot all student athletes in any
program
The football team has seen some ot the moist
&ash, changes in Its academic expes Nihon.
since Finney ’s arrival as he and his coaching
shit t Immediately implemented the "Operation
firadualion- plan.
"IDperation (iraduation" requires each member of the fitothall leant hi meet every LIM with
coaches at 7..10 a.m. Players are required to
maintain a hinder - that is the same for each
person
which contains note taking requires,
t alendars.
assignments,
and
ways to 111-.1111/1:
slails is, Is It
side 411 Is ui,th,ill
"I think Ithe pro-
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Former head football coach
Fitz Hill knows what its like to
be the attention of media scrutiny at San Jose State University.
Despite his resignation at the end
id the 2(104 football season, he
finds himself at the helm of yet
another controversial subject revoking the team he struggled to
coach.
One of only four African
American head football coaches in the National Collegiate
Athletic AsS1N.iation. Hill and his
coaching practices are the main
focus of "Playing for Keeps," a
documentary produced by SJSU
Professor Bob Gliner. The documentary will he airing Monday
on KTEH-54 at 9 p.m.
"I’ve heen teaching here for
over 35 years." Gliner said. "I’ve
never done a documentary about
San Jose State or sports before
and it just seemed like a natural
time to do it. An award -iv inning producer
and sociology professor at SJSU.
Gluier said he followed Hill and
his team for three years, looking
to delve further into Hill’s attempt to bring players from the
inner city and high crime neighborhoods to college and thereby
give them the full experience of
toothall and an education.
ss anted to see it promo? tie
eitcellence as Well
is
toothall could he achiesed."
(diner said about t’hs he chose
this documentary topic.
During the three years of production, Gluier was given full
access to the team, game days,
locker nxim conversations and
pris ate intent toys it lib L’11.1ihes
and players in order to present
the many IsSileS and struggles the
team has faced in reCeili \ ear,
The documentary shows the
struggles intl us,s iimplishments
that the players go through and
umtcludcs fillaM of the stereoty pes
that they face, in and out of the
classroom.
"A lot ot people slew toot hall players through stereotypes.
I think it will shins them what
we go through," said Trestin
( leorge. a junior cornerback "We
still has e to wake up early in the
morning and gut to work, no mailer what the decision is l’ in sure
the film will show in detail the
things that ice go through and
will hopeful’s do a lot for us "
Hill Was mil% one ot scv era!
people Gluier spoke with about
Hill’s them) and method of recruitment, coaching and encouragement Ot is adettik-s Much of
the focus vi as placed on student
athletes Ifill rec noted Boni the
inner city In. luded in this group
are members Laniar Ferguson
and George
’’It was really different It was
a good experience.- George said.
"I met ((diner) when I was first
moving into Spartan Village I
Lund id telt famous for a minute,
butt then it was almost as if he
wasn’t even thew after a while
We got tised to !lasing cameras
folliny us around
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Much ot the Mtn focuses on
the team’s struggle for a successful season. student and faculty
members apathy. hostility toward the team and the budget issues that are facing the California
State Uno ersity sy stem.
"I wanted to show viewers
the challenges lacing the football
players
on how to do well in
classroom and on the football
field and the focus of trying to put
together a program off of lower
budgets." Gliner said.
During his time at SJSU. Hill
was forced to Inc several challenges, and because of that, some
professors and students have expressed their desire to withdraw
from Div ision I -A football This
becomes a inafor topic in the
tilm when Gliner interviews two
professors. James Brent and Don
kcclreetrt argues in the film that
football is not necessary- because
it drains nioney from the academic stile of the unisersity. He
says students are too busy with
school, homewtirk, isiirk and
families and that drising to the
unisersity to go e four hours to a
hiothall team that has had mixed
results the past 20 years is far
from a priorM
Keesey hikes the approach that
football rarely pays for itself as it
is. He says it draws nearly 52 million from the general fund each
year. taking
as from the classes that are uttered tit students.
lie says in the him, "We put out
money for a couple of hundred
scholarships, tor students who
are not students. If we have that
hy don’t we put
Lund of mi
it out tor scholarships ton scholars
"Itoday. the football team has
a new co:ich and a new outlook
on the program as a whole. Head
...Ma
k tomes has. according
km ’t
different approach to
s oas lung and his play Cr, George
said Hill had the right ideas, perhaps lust not the time or support
needed to carry out those things.
"Coach Hill was a really
good coach and a really good
person too.- George said. "The
olds thing about .0,01 mil was
that he had a lot ot things oil his
plate. he had a lot to do. I really
etimy est my time with him and
wherever he is now, I hope he
doing well."
The film has the possibility of
resurfacing many ot the issues
brought to the table in recent seinesters, especially the some taken
by the faculty to remose football
from the school’s priorities
Gluier said many feel the
university has ignored everything faculty members brought
to the table with the hinng of a
high-prohle coach and athletics
director
Whatever
the
outcome.
Omer ’s documentary shows
Hill. his team and the time they
spent together. and. according
to George. Torrey shares some
sinularittes with the former
coach, though other aspects arc
difterem.
"They ’re different guys. coach
Hull and coach ’Forney.," George
said They have some similar, !ICS
Forney is for the
players. like Hill was. But they
Jut things differently. Tomey reminds me of my old high school
coach. He expects a hit out of
yin], coaches you really hard. He
pulls the hest out of a player."
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Photos by Adam Iletjman / Daily Stuff
LEFT: Mike Gilts, bassist for Senses Fall, rocks out
during the band’s set at the Taste Of Chaos Tour at the
Event Center, March 28. Senses Fail will play several
shows throughout the United States before joining
the Vans Warped Tour this summer.
ABOVE: Gerard Way, lead singer of My Chemical
Romance, jumps while onstage. The band will be
touring around the United Kingdom and North
America before returning back to the Bay Area with
the Vans Warped Tour on July 2 at Piers 30 and 32 in
San Francisco.
RIGHT: Bert McCracken, lead singer for The Used,
sings with his hand on his heart during the band’s
headlining set. The last show of the tour was Saturday
at the Mesa Amphitheater in Phoenix.

San Jose band wins spot in tour
By Elizabeth Nguyen
Daily A&E Editor

While some students prepared for
a relaxing spring break in Mexico or
some sandy resort, a group of young
San Jose rockers spent the beginning of the week getting ready for
the sold-out Taste of Chaos Tour. the
Vans Warped
Tour brought
indoors, at the
Event Center
on March 214.
The
rock
festival
featured II sets,
all
which
drove
the
crowd crazy.
and included
metal
and
post -hard-core
hands such as
Senses Fail, Killswitch Engage. My
Chemical Romance and The Used.
The tour also gave local hands an
opportunity to participate in the festival by holding a competition for a
spot which San Jose hand Story Told
won, playing third on the acoustic
stage.
"It %%as a good experience." said
Nekin Rinerson. the 19-year-old guitarist of Story Told and a freshman
majoring in computer engineering at
San Jose State University.
The band found out about the
contest while surfing on the Internet,
Rinerson said.
"I just saw a banner for it on
Myspace," 20 -year-old Story. Told
bassist Sean McCauley said.
According to the festival’s Web
site, the band that collected the most
votes earned a spot on the acoustic
stage at a local show during the tour.
As the hand began to play, hundreds of teenagers dressed in various
degrees of black stood iii the flot.w.
try ing to push then vs .n toward the
Itint (4 the stage.
"It was pretty great." said 19 -yearold Story ’fiold drummei Gary Jones.
"Even though it (the audience) was
giant, you could tail) see 10 feet in
front lot you."
But earning a spot on the tour
did no come without its difficulties,
McCauley said.
"It’s hard to get in a paid tour like
that." .lones said.
I he usually pop-punk hand only
had about a week to accommodate
for the contest’s aioustic requirement.
"We pretty much had to rewrite
our whole set because it was acoustic." McCauley said.

The hand had to take out the
screaming parts. %% his h softened the
sound of songs like "High Tides"
without its erly butchering the song’s
intent.
After finishing sets from the acoustic stage. the stage it as 55% ILAIled
prepare for the taster and hea% ier
post -hard-core hands,
As Senses Fail began playing. a

iNhed PIO

I

111 SiOl)

the
h,

Kind

to explain

the situatlito.
-Ile vsis IC:111 understanding."
Jones said -Ile it., twining sesism
and hoinophia,4.44in the 1444 stClIC
1111 I hi.’ last moss-at S ’111 vi hen "tunic
thing hunts him out. he just has to gt1
tmitsf,iuic tintLill, ;ILIUM it. I support
y% hat he about and %se all !eel ter
rdole "
As
the
vs tilt’
night
on, die tout’s
headliner. ’Hie
I ’sett. go up
on stage and
people sitting
in the seats
;nosed dou ii
to till the
After sustaining bruised
ohs, arms and
legs, an audience !ill v11111
T11112111e ears. sollIC said the% :ire look nig lois% :lid to seeing the same kinds
4)1 bands in the Vans Warped "hour to
come around in the summer.

"We pretty much had to rewrite the whole
set because it was acoustic."

Exhibit captures family album
By Vaishali Kirpekar
Daily Staff Writer

In the bustling downtown of San Francisco,
where even the birds quickly went about their
business, artist Robert Bechtle’s paintings.

REVIEW
on display at the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art offer a refreshing stillness.
"Robert Bechtle. A Retrospective." showcases 90 works in the genre of photorealism.
He links the realism of the snapshots with the
strokes of his brush. The subject is the mundane such as stucco houses, rows of palm
trees and ubiquitous parked cars.
"Focusing attention on the mundane is an
extraordinary talent and is very interesting to
see." said Tony May, an art professor at San
Jose State University.
"Nancy reading" shows Bechtle’s wife
studying on a table. Items as routine as tea
cups. salt and pepper shakers cover the table
surface. The desert scene in "Agua Caliente
Nova, 1975," which shows his wife and children standing next to their car on a hot day in
the canyon, brings his love for cars and his
family together.
Bechtle referred to " ’46 Chevy" to say,
"I don’t need to hire models!" The painting shows his brother Kenneth sitting in the
Chevy and grinning in the backdrop of the
charming row of Alameda houses where he
grew up.
The mundane, reminiscent of the American
middle class life in the 1960s, lends itself
open for interpretation for everyone even
those who haven’t grown up in America in
that period, can relate to it.
His paintings remind some students of sepia -toned photo albums from the past.
"It is like seeing a photo album." said
Gwen Reyes, a senior majoring in pictorial
arts. "Bechtle’s work shows the stereotypical
"ideal" family a daughter and a son.

"His work is very nostalgic and has a lot
of narrative, for example the ’Agua Caliente
Nova’ makes me wonder if the family is going to walk down the canyon or take pictures
or drink water." she said.
"I want to go to this exhibition. His paintings remind me of my relatives who came to
America." said Gregg Conde, a senior majoring in photography.
Conde added that Bechtle’s work is more
significant now than it would have been in the
’60s because "it reminds us of a bygone era, it
is interesting to see their clothes and cars."
"Alameda Grand Torino, 1974," shows
a deadpan image of the family wood-paneled station wagon, the symbol of American
middle class.
"My grandfather had a similar station
wagon, in Santa Rosa where I grew up." said
Maureen Mayes. a student of Sonoma State
University. On a student trip to the museum,
she said. being 33 years old feels too old,
making it possible to recall the 4.1wirm of the
’60s.
Paul Staiger. Bechtle’s student and a former professor of an who taught for 33 years,
explained the difference between a photo and
a painting.
"The experience of a Bechtle painting is
not like seeing a photograph," he said.
"A photo captures the instant moment,
But his paintings transcend it. so that I am
not aware of the moment but the continuum
of reality."
At 73. Robert Bechtle. a Bay Area artist,
commands the attention of both the young
and the old.
He described "Watsonville Chairs" where
"the eye races through the row of chairs on
the sun-bathed deck only to stop at a man on
the right corner of the canvas." he said.
He gets even more excited when explaining how the geometrical element in his paintings remain balanced, even when turned upside down.
"Robert Bechtle: A Retrospective" is on at
the museum until June 5.

Sean McCauley,
bassist for San Jose band Story Told
mush pit began forming on die lis ciii
Center’s floor.
Hundreds of screaming teens began climbing over people and pushing their way to the front.
Crowd surfing, jumping and head
hanging continued on as Killss% itch
Engage rocked its way onto the
stage.
But what’s a rock concert is it bout
controversy’?
After My Chemical Romance got
up on stage, spitting watei onto a
sweaty and grateful crowd, lead singer Gerard Way asked the anthem e. ii
a band asks people to flash them for
a backstage pass what should people
do’?
After a short pause is tilt .1 fin
screams of "take it off’ among some
in the audience, Way ansssered %soh.
"Slap them in the face!" setting off
cheers and screams throughout the
entire audience as the band moved on
to rock out the rest of the night.
Unfortunately for the hand mem
hers of Story Told, the reference %% as
about them.
"When we got there, we met up
with a hand we knos from a pre% nous
show." drummer Jones said.
Story Told had met with another
hand they knew from a pre% ion.
show whose record label repiesen
1111101: influenced them vs titi iii idea
for a contest for a has kstage iis’..
he said.
The members 4if the hand asked a
girl to take off her shirt and do jumping jacks for the pass. Jones said.
"It Was totally innocent," Jones
said. "(Way) Ness it out of proportion. It was IICVCT leant to degrade
anyone."
After My (’bent ii. al Rtimante liii
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Woody Allen comedy pulls in serious laughs

Drinkof the Week

By Peter Clark

By Angela Forte

Doily Stuff Writer

Daily Stuff Writer
Jerry Lewis once told James
Lipton there was no difference between comedy and tragedy.
Woody Allen reassesses this notion in his new film, "Melinda and
Melinda."
As four friends dine in a dark New

lkor those who want to sip away at something
sweet and alcohol free, the lemongrass soda at

Ill VII IV
Straits Cafe in Santana Ross is lust the thing.
With similar qualities as a traditional r141)jito,
the lemongrass soda fit lasts lemongi ass sy nip tan
infusion created at Straits), soda w met and mint
leaves.
The lemongrass
an herb ..immon in
Southeast Asia -- balances out the mint nivel).
resulting in a lusc ii ius citrus taste with a hint of
sharpness.
The drink looks just as hip as any other cocktail. especially when the patron clad in couture
and oversized sunglasses. guzzles it
the patio.
At $2.50 a pop. patrons can choose from other
llas ors including ginger, passion fruit and black
currant.
The ginger -- a natural soother for the belly
is extremely spicy and tart
nothing like a
.111 if ginger ale.
’the latter two flas ors are not too exciting unless one its es the generic tasie of Italian NI XI:v.,
sirmis is located at 333 Santana Ross and is
open tutu I 10 p.m. Sundays through I uesday sand
midnight Wednesdays through Saturdays.
yI ur beverage in the es citing while partaking in karaoke Wednesdays or listening to Ike
Hz, and hip -hop !!trIlly,

York restaurant, a conversation de-

IN V II
velops about whether stories could
he inherently tragic or comedic, or

these values were subjectively asset of chronologically
linked facts by a story’s author.
Two of the dinner guests are playwrights, one a writer of tragedies and
the other of humor.
To further fan the flames of the
conversation, they are both told the
same story and asked whether it is a
tragedy or a comedy.
Roth perceive the story in their
respective artistic styles and begin to
weave separate narratives that yield
very different results.
The two variations on the same
story is the catalyst for the bulk of the
tilm, which is about a woman named
Melinda with a tumultuous past and

party full of people which she is in
some way connected.
The movie then examines how
this event changes the relationships
of everyone at the parts.
The film effortlessly flips back
and forth between the two imaginary.
plays that parallel ’inc another yet
greatly differ in style.
Different actors are used to represent the same characters in order
to trigger the desired emotion, although the title character, played by
Kadha Mitchell, remains constant
throughout the film.
Allen expertly employs cinematic
rhythms to distinguish hetween the

if

comedic

signed to a

Melinda.

who unexpectedly drops by a dinner

The characters in the tragedy
are very physically inactive and the
camera focuses on their still facial
expressions to cons ey their dark
feelings, as they seem to float in and
out of view like lost spirits looking
for a body to possess.
The comedic characters flail their
arms, stutter around and get themselves into situations that only slapstick can lighten, such as when Will
Ferrell’s character catches his \’, tie III
bed with another man and is relies ed.
since he can freely be with another
woman.
The irony of "Melinda and
Melinda" is that regardless of the

Melinda

and

the

tragic

Photo courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox
Will Ferrell and Radha Mitchell in "Melinda and Melinda."

music, desperate neurotics trying to kick drug
addiction, dinner parties where each
guest either wants to listen to themseises talk or lease, and the brittleness and bitterness of uncommunicaIlse lose
"Melinda and Melinda" is a perfec t movie for the type of filmgoer
’is ho enjoys laughing at scenes in
01115 les that aren’t funny, but just too
real to be taken seriously.
Ii is currently play ing at select
theaters.

Ugh: IS during the It liii. laughs are still

philosophy and classical

ushered in by using different shades
of et imedy.
The tragic parts of the film are
trying to mask the absurdity of life
where the comedic strands are blatantly pointing out the absurdity of
life.
After some sub-par pictures. it is
nice to see Woody Allen back in full
stride with "Melinda and Melinda."
All of the trademarks of a classic
Woody Allen comedy are in place
urbane Manhattamtes waving
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Steinbeck fellows to share novels, memoirs at SJSU
By Sarah Holcomb
Daily Stuff Writer
Two of the three budding
writers who are participating
in the Steinbeck Fellowship at
San Jose State University will
be presenting their projects
and answering questions from
the audience at 7:30 p.m. today in the Engineering building auditorium.
Diana
Spechler
and
Rosanna Font will be reading from their works in progress
and then taking questions from
audience members regarding their
btioks and the fellowship. Louise
Freeman -Took, the third fellow,
said she had to drop out of the
fellowship early because of health
problems and will not be at the
forum.
Font earned a master of fine arts
degree from New York University,
according to information from the
English department. She is currently an editor of the Bellevue
Literary Review and also an editor
at Avalon Publishing Group.
Spechler has had her fiction
and non-fiction works appear in
various publications and has won
prizes for her fiction and short
stories, according to information
from the department. Spechler
said she finished her undergraduate studies at University of
Colorado. Boulder and earned
her MFA in creative writing at the
University of Montana.
Freeman -Toole has received
numerous fellowships for her
projects. According to information from the English department,
her current project is also being
supported by a $20.000 fellowship
from Brown University. in addition to the Steinbeck Fel k
The Steinbeck Fellowship pro-

gram began five years ago. said
Paul Douglass. who is the coordinator for the program.

PONT

SPICHLEIt

Applicants have to submit a
written proposal to a committee
and when the committee chooses
the finalists, they are reviewed
and approved by Martha Cox. a
professor emeritus from SJSU
who funds the program. Douglass
said. Out of 30 to 100 applicants,
three or fewer are chosen each
year. he said.
Cox founded the Steinbeck
Center at SJSU and the fellowship is affiliated with the center.
However. the Steinbeck Fellows’
projects do not need to be related
to the author.
When the applicants agree to
participate in the program, they
commit to the program for one
year and receive a $10.(100 stipend and, in some cases, subsidized housing.
Douglass said event attendance
varies from year to year.
"The most we’ve had is 150
people, but it varies on what is going on with the projects and how
much word gets out," Douglass
said.
Spechler will be reading
from her novel. titled "Who By
Fire." which is a story about a
brother and sister set against the
Palestinian uprising in Israel in
2002.
The novel grew out of a short
story she wrote from the sister’s

point of view of her brother. Ash,
leaving the United States to go to
Israel to be an Orthodox Jew, she
said.
Spechler said she encountered various challenges in
writing this novel, including
the typical writing challenges
of out -of-control plots and
consistently lively dialogue.
"The biggest challenge.
however, has been writing
about Orthodox Jewish men."
Spechler said. "They don’t really want me around, which
has made research difficult."
She said she tried to check out
some yeshivas. which he said are
institutes for the advanced study
of Jewish texts, but because of
the strict rules regarding male
and female contact many yeshivas
would not let her in to the facilities because she was an unmarried
woman.
Spechler said she is not nervous
about the forum because she loves
to read aloud and
wishes she could do
so more often.
Font said her
project, titled "The
Fig Tree: A Cuban American Memoir."
has been a memoir
of her family history that explores the
experience of living
in Cuba while her
great-grandmother
was alive.
Font said the memoir is based
on her great-grandmother’s poetry
and prose, which her grandmother
passed down to Font while she
was in college.
The memoir begins by exploring a story her great-grandmother
wrote about a fig tree in which the
tree has various metaphorical purposes. Then the piece focuses on
her family in Cuba and includes

interviews about her great-grandmother and life in Cuba.
"I thought it would be interesting to see what was going on in
my family while she was writing
the poetry." Font said. "I had my
family tell me their stories and it
organically grew out from there."
Unlike Spechler. Font said she
is nervous about reading from her
manuscript at the forum.
"There’s a sense of exposure
because it’s about me and about
my family." Font said. "And I
want to make sure I’m not boring
people."
Font said that her work is still
in progress, which adds to the nervousness.
"The work is still in development. and because it’s a work in
progress. you never know how it
will affect people." she said.
Freeman-Toole is also working
on a project that reveals part of her
family. Her nonfiction piece. titled
"Smokey and Johnny." is based on

prevent anyone from reading it.
Freeman-Toole found the diary
and was able to decode it in about
a month, she said.
"I looked for three letter patterns which were repeated and
figured that was ’the,’ " she said.
"She used apostrophes too, so I
knew those were S’s. I had to use a
magnifying glass because some of
the squares were about a quarter
of the size of a pencil eraser."
In decoding the diary. FreemanToole said she learned many previously unknown things about her
grandmother, such as a secret marriage and addiction to opium.
The second half of her grandmother’s life was spent in Alaska
and was vastly different from her
life in Pasadena. Freeman -Toole
said her grandmother was a writer
and faithfully documented events
in her life. In Alaska. her grandmother’s nickname was Smokey,
hence the title of the book.
Each of the fellows said they
are grateful for the
opportunity the fellowship has given them
and have found their
newfound camaraderie
productive and enjoyable.
Douglass said the
program is designed
to support writers who
are at the beginning of
their careers, regardless of how old they
are.
"She has a driving goal to leave
her mark." Douglass said.
Each of the fellows said they
appreciate Cox’s generosity and
determination to keep the arts
alive.
"We’re so lucky to have people
like (Cox) in this world who contribute so much to the arts." Font
said. "Without her, none of this
would happen."

"There’s a sense of exposure
because it’s about me and about
my family."
Roxanna Font,
author
her grandmother’s diaries that she
found after her grandmother died
in 1980.
During World War I. her grandmother went by the nickname
Johnny, and was a society girl in
Pasadena, Calif., by day, but lived
a secret life by night. Freeman Toole said. Johnny kept a diary
of her night activities, but because
it was 1918. she wrote in code to
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Fewer
migrants
cross
U.S. border
AGUA PRIETA. Mexico (AP)
The number of Mexican migrants trying to sneak into the
United States through southeast
Arizona has dropped by half since
hundreds of U.S. civilians began
guarding the area earlier this week.
say Mexican officials assigned to
protect their citizens.
But that doesn’t mean the migrants have given up. Most remain determined to cross and say
they will simply avoid the 23 -mile
stretch of desert between Agua
Pricta and Mao, where volunteers
from the "Minuteman Project" are
guarding the U.S. side of the border.
Grupo Beta, a Mexican government -sponsored organization that
tries to discourage people from
crossing illegally, began patrolling
that area along with state police officers on Sunday. when Minuteman
anti -immigrant activists began
showing up.
Before the volunteers arrived.
Grupo Beta encountered at least
4110 migrants daily. On Monday,
the second day Minutemen were
present on the border, they spotted
198. said Bertha de la Rosa. Beta’s
coordinator in Agua Prieta, a town
across the border from Douglas.
Ariz. De la Rosa said that doesn’t
mean most have decided to stay
home.
"The fact that we’re not seeing
them here doesn’t mean they are
not trying to cross.- de la Rosa said.
"They say they vv ill look for another place or wait awhile
hut they
are not giving up."
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Ask your Scion dealer about the College Graduate Program $400 Rebate.-

Mindy Khoo,
a junior
majoring in
corporate
finance,
throws dice
at the craps
table during
the Financial
Management
Association’s
’Casino Night
on Thursday
in the Loma
Presets MOT
of the Studen
Union.
Participants
had the
chance to win
a trip to Las
Vegas, an 1Poi
and other
prizes.
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